
 

 
West Point & Drums of War 

Books 1 and 2 of the A Full Measure trilogy 
 

 

In his trilogy, New Mexico novelist J.M. Patton takes readers on an informative 
and exciting journey of honorable military service through the life of a cadet at 
the United States Military Academy at West Point during the Vietnam Era into 
the cultural engineering of the military to reflect, for better or worse, changes 
in American society.  

 
Books 1 and 2 of the trilogy are currently published. Both novels contain a 
rollercoaster ride of emotions—a story told with heart and humor and are 
thrillers of a journey filled with mystery and suspense. Book #1 West Point is 
an Amazon Best Seller and has been ranked #1 in War and Peace, #1 in 
Men’s Christian Living, and #1 in Terrorism. Upon its publication debut, 
Amazon awarded Book #2 Drums of War their #1 New Release, and it's Best 
Seller ranking is in the double digits. Book #3 Thundering White Crosses is 
currently in production and will be released in late 2022. 
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In Praise of West Point and Drums of War 
West Point is beautifully written. From the first page to the last, you're taken on a journey of highs and lows, 

laughter and tears. The characters are wonderful, and honestly, a trilogy isn't enough. Even if you're not in the 
military, the pride for our country sweeps in your heart as you read this. There is intrigue forthcoming!! This book 
teases you with all that the future has to offer for these great characters!!! — Brandi W 

This novel sucked me in during the first chapter. I felt like I was there … The descriptions and conversations 
were so vivid that my lack of military knowledge wasn't even a factor. This book has it all—young men turning into 
soldiers, romance and longing. And meanwhile, in the shadows, an evil arch-nemesis is born. I can't wait for the 
next novel in the trilogy! — Swedish Nut 

What's not to love about a couple of Texas boys going off to the service academies? I enjoyed this book 
immensely and found myself enraptured by the characters that are developing throughout. Throw in a little romance, 
a little heartbreak, some intrigue, and plenty of action, this is a fun book to read. I'm very much looking forward to 
the next installation of this book series. — Jim Roth 

Outstanding book! Looking forward to book #3. Good storyline. Very interesting books and are as good as 
W.E.B. Griffin's books. — Amazon customer 

J.M. Patton, the author, has a remarkable gift for expressing the emotions we all experience in life. West 
Point has all the qualities of a good read; it is enjoyable, informative, humorous, and true to life. — L.D. Swift, PhD 

 

Author’s Biography 
J.M. Patton, nicknamed “Mike” was born in Tucumcari, Quay County, New Mexico. He graduated from 
New Mexico Military Institute junior college, attended the United States Military Academy at West Point, 
and obtained a degree in mathematics from Baylor University and a master’s from Wayland Baptist 
University. Following a twenty-year career in banking and finance, he chose to become an educator and 
six-man football coach in the rural community of House, New Mexico, and then an assistant professor of 
mathematics at New Mexico Military Institute in Roswell, New Mexico. Mike and his wife, Debbie, 
reside in House. 
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